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% te San Sue Karsh Velaheng re IK reseuios egpecis 9/1/18 
ening vorente referred to net provided 
David W. Ferrie (deceased) and wmet FOIA request of 10 years ago 

Serial 2026, attached, is from DFO #44-1659, the Jack Ruby files, yet there is no 
reference in it te Euby and ao suggestion of any relationship to him. Unless these was 

what 4 have no reason te believe, misfiling and this not caught by thoes who serialice 

and index, other records not provided appear to be the most legical explanation. 

This record, which should be an original of an airtel sent to DPO from KO Po, 

actually is a sarbvon of the original. NO FO eent twe copies, #0 if thie carbon is the 

second copy, the original has yet to be socounted for. 1+ was not provided. 

‘7® enclosures are indicated. fone provided or referred to. 

Opening reference is to BIO tel to N.0., 12/9/63, which ds not in this file and 
te the best of my recollection was not provided from any other file. 

I do not recali any= copy provided in connection with any of those named in this 
skrtel, specifically no copy in the Oswald file as provided. 

Ferrie sod other withholdings sxe certain to figure in correspondence relating to 

the Hew “Fieana files, sotut provided, so 1'11 hore give details thet may also be of 
ee ee He ea sea 

recorts made available at the Archives in early 1967, a onall fracbion of the Ferrie 
records, ere incomplete and elliptical. Those records then withheld at the drohives 

were withheld at the direetion of the FEI. I made an FOIA request. After the passing of 
such tine the “epartuent provided copies that now are known not to have been complete. 
There was no indication of any additional withholding. This record alone is one of 

the proofs that there was still withholding, not explained or justified. While exani- 

nation of the records provided under my FOIA request did digalese legitimate privacy 

considerations for a few, those privacy considerations were waived without regard to 

the rights of those associated with Ferrie. The Jefferson and Orleans Farish police 
described hin as a homosexual. Most of the records provided under my FOIA request 

aid not qualify for withholding under any exemption. 

T am the ons who broguht the Fersf°uatter to light in the, opognd of the Wl temash 
series published 12/2/66. I added to thie in Oswald in Jlew Orleans, atm 1967. 

Attention wilfifiun to Ferrie right after the ascaswination by one other than the 
Jack Wartin referred to in this sirtel.Martin followed SB"saward Voebel, a clasamate 
of Oswald's who was also a Gigil Air Patrol cadet with Oswald. Ferrie has been GAP, too. 
For some reason the PBL preferred to lay it ali on Martin, alias of Suggs, possibly 

because there was ill will between hin and Ferrie. (Ferrie died just before Garrison 
charge him, Shaw and Oswald in a conspiracy. I knew Sartin ister.) 

 




